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ABSTRACT: In dailyuse, workforce  is needed for sorting and bundling of diverse types of fruits. The impartial of our 

project is to use of less the workforce need and expand the fertility by creating a mechanism for automatic sorting of 

the fruits. The fruits will be initially loaded in a hopper, then these fruits will be transferred by downward to the next 

station where the image processing sensor will be used for identify the classify of fruits.The learning include the better 
the process of sorting machine for a ball shaped fruits .fruits are today sorted with low effective in any country. Thus 

we innovative fruit sorting machine. With the assist of gravity this fruits drop below in machine. The leading aim of 

this machine is assist to farmer for reduce time of fruit. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years, fruit has become one of the most dependable product produced by farmers across the world this lived 

much to its expectation as it serves not only for straightutilization, but also as a raw substance for other products. 
Products sorting is a essentialcourse of action for farmers, which impacts the real products standred examine and 
transport  to market. Even with the reality that the sorting can be and has regurly been complete by human, it is moderate, 
tedious and open to error, hence the must to progress a smart fruit sorting machine system. after, these point, anotherwell 
known as optical sorting, is the moterized procedure of sorting solid products using sensors. Such sensors utilize product 
driven knowledge of the picture preparing system, by detecting the colour of fruits, shape and other auxiliary properties. 
The sensor compares fruits based on need sort and expect defected fruits from the creation line or to isolate result of 
various evaluations. In this design, an image handling algorithm was utilized,India is an agricultural country with biggest 
agricultural produce. Lot of varity of fruits and vegetables are produced over the year. All the agricultural produce has to 
be sorted and categorized, and mostly of it is complete through manual labor. Manual labor genarates various problems 
like instinctive grading, tedious work, incompatible, and less productivity. all of the above problems can be reduced 
using machine vision. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

 

we selected this project to contribute for sustainable machine. This work presents a new technique for sorting and 

grading of fruits using pure mechanical approach. This technique begins with shorting the fruits using regular size & 

grade proposed by Sagar p. Walhekar, kapil rajendra tungar, shubham narayan thorat, rohit nivrutti mundhe, shubhangi 

devidas gaikhey[1].The possible outcome of this machine is an automated system based on color error detection 

technique that will encourage and enhance quality production of products. Similarly, local industries having tight 

budgetary constraints can also benefit from this outcome by implementing this automated sorting system proposed  by 

Y. Adamu, a. A. Adamu, s.i. Kolo, a. W. Nnanna[2].The tests performed on the prototype of the sorting machine show 
that in increasing the feeding belt speed and decreasing the transport belt speed, the efficiency of sorting of both apple 

varieties declined. For all products the purity index decreases, and the error index increases when the feeding belt speed 

increase, and vice versa as proposed by Vahid farzand ahmadi, peyman ziyaee, pourya bazyar and eugenio 

cavallo[3].results of the analysis, design and implementation that has been done above, some conclusions are obtained 

as follows: Tcs3200 color sensor can detect the orange fruit color very well. In this study the color sensor is very 

influential on the surrounding light, so it is necessary to do three stages of automatic calibration in the color reading 

stage. Poltak sihombing , faddly tommy, sajadin sembiring, nogar silitonga[4]. Design and development of arduino 

based automatic color sorting machine this system is able to recognize four different types of colored skittles using rgb 
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values of the skittles in order to sort them based on the respective color.it takes 1.5 seconds time to sort one skittle 

which is less than the manual sorting. With this automatic sorting machine we can save time and labor cost very 

effectively.though this system has some limitations, by having done some modification this concept can be 

implemented in a wide range of applications such as in fruit industriesMr. Nikhil j. Surwade, chaitanya kshirsagar, 

ketan biradar , piyush zaware, shreyash kulkarni[5] the project is realised in that the design is completed which results 

in an equipment capable to sort and pack different types of fruits. The objectives are also achieved which include: 

Sorting of five different types of fruits, packaging of five types of fruits and weighing and labelling of the fruits. The 

next step in this research would be the fabrication aspect, which would include procurement of the above mentioned 

components, fabrication of components like the lifting fork, frame, etc. And then finally assembling all the components. 
The assembly will then undergo experimentation and complete analysis to ensure complete adherence to the objectives 

set in the initial part of the project. Any modification and upgrades can be realised after this analysis is completed and 

applied to the entire setup. 

III.METHODOLOGY 

 

Step 1: - We started the work of this project with literature survey. We collectlot of research papers which are 

applicable to this subject. After going through these papers, we learnt about fruit sorting.  

Step2: - Later that the element which are essential for our project are select.  

Step 3: - 3D Model and drafting will be done with the help of Solidworks software and done FE analysis with help of 

ANYSIS  

Step 4: - Then we will start for manufacture the model we requried as per need with required best materail with 
required manufacyuring processes  

Step 5: - Then we will do testing amd trials of the aseembly machine with compared to the design and analysis.  

 

• Identification of problem  

• Idea of project  

• Collection of data  

• Literature survey  

• Design of CAD model  

• Material selection  

• Fabrication work  

• Testing  

• Conclusion  
• Submission of project 

IV.DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

 

1.Frame load calculations  

Size of section: 25x25 mm  

Thickness of section: 2 mm Total length of rectangular bar section in design is 12.849m  

As per standard the weight of square hollow section bar is 1.43kg/m  

Weight of the frame= 1.43*12.849=18.37kg  

x = y = 12.5mm  

Area of cross-section is = A = BH-bh= 184mm2  
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(Fig 4.1.1 Square Bar) 

 

Weight of frame = 18.37kg = 180.20 N  

Weight of hopper = 5kg = 49.05 N  

Weight of fruits = 25kg = 245.05 N  

Total laod acting on frame = weight of frame + weight of hopper + weight of fruits  

= 180.20 + 49.05 + 245.05  
Total laod acting on frame = 474.3 N  

But we considered total weight acted on frame is 60 kg  

= 60*9.81 = 588.6 N Considered stress on frame  

= 588.6/184 = 3.19 N/mm2  

Actual stress on frame = 474.3/184 = 2.57 N/mm2  

As the load is distributed on the pipe which is subjected to the load as simply supported beam with uniformly 

distributed load the bending moment on the pipe is calculated as 

M / I = b / Y  

where M is the moment, I is the moment of inertia for pipe section  

Therefore, for a single hollow pipe,  

I = BH3/12 – bh3/12  
Where, B= Outer breadth of rectangular cross section of pipe = 25mm  

H= outer height of rectangular cross section of pipe = 25mm  

b= Inner breadth of rectangular cross section of pipe = 21mm  

h = inner height of rectangular cross section of pipe = 21mm  

I= 32552-16206 = 16346 mm4  

Mb = WL2 /8 = 474.3x (0.790)/ 8= 19.89 N-m  

Where, Mb is bending moment L= Length of pipe  

W = weight acting on pipe  

b= Bending stress Mb = 19897 N-mm  

46837 / 16346 = b / 12.5 b =35.81N/mm2  

Therefore, bending stress is b= 35.81 N/m2  

Considered Total load that frame will carry =588.6 N = 60 kg  
 

2. Fruit mover part calculation 

 Motor is used to rotate this part. 

 Torque required to do so =? 

 Hence,  

Torque = Force (load) x Radius of rotation 

Load = Weight of fruit + weight of Rotating part x 9.81 m/s  

= 0.3 Kg + 1.kg x 9.81 m/s = 1.3 kg x 9.81 m/s  

= 12.75 N  

Radius of rotation = length of bar +( length of fruit holder/2)  

= 200 + 78/2 = 239 mm = 0.24 m 
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(Fig 4.1.2 Fruit Mover) 

 

 Torque = 12.75 x 0.24 = 3.06 Nm  

Hence we selected the motor according to this requirement.  

Servo motor 12 v DC  

 

3 Motor Power:120W Speed:55RPM V:12V DC  

P=2*3.14*55*T/60  

120=2*3.14*55*T/60  

120*60/2*3.14*55=T  
T=20.83NM  

Motar Selected For Fruit Mover Is Under Permissible Limit hence design is safe. 

V.CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, the automatic fruit sorting machine proved to be a highly efficient and reliable solution for 

sorting fruits based on their size and weight. The machine was able to accurately sort a large quantity of fruits in a short 

amount of time, reducing labor costs and increasing productivity. The use of advanced technology such as sensors, and 

algorithms enabled the machine to make precise decisions and minimize errors. The optimization of the machine's 

design and the level of mesh refinement in the model played a crucial role in achieving optimal performance. Overall, 

the automatic fruit sorting machine is a valuable tool for the fruit industry, providing a cost-effective and efficient 

solution for sorting fruits. 
 

VI.RESULT 

 

Result of fruit sorting machine is depend on the fruit shape if fruit spherical in nature then this fruit sorted easily. The 

fruit was successfully sorted. The different fruits that was successfully identified. 
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